2006 hhr blower motor problems

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Chevrolet HHR based on all problems reported for the HHR. Air bag
light has come on while driving most of the time now and lights and electrical has gone haywire
lights flashing and door locks opening on their own. Ignition switch was involved in recall a few
years back and dealership say they replaced it but now I'm having problems out of switch again
when I take key out ignition and open driver door the chime comes on like key is still in ignition
switch and door will not lock when I hit door lock all 3 other door lock but not driver door and
its draining battery because it's still telling key is in ignition when it's not if I turn it back and
forth a few times sometimes it will lock and the chime will stop. The contact stated that the
vehicle's kill system came on while driving 65 mph. The vehicle was pulled over and towed to
the dealer leo martin Chevrolet TX, lake jackson, TX and they fixed the kill switch system. The
issue reoccurred again on the road and vehicle was towed home. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic and had a diagnostic test performed and the security system was
rebooted. The vehicle was tested and returned to the contact. The manufacturer had not been
contacted. The failure mileage was , Once to take the key out the car still running, once you
start it the alarm stays on for 3min. We was going down he road it just switched off I couldn't
turn the steering wheel and I had to stand on the breakes. I could have seriously hurt someone
or my self if not worse and I hit a curve hard. The contact owns a Chevrolet Hhr. The contact
stated that the key failed to eject from the ignition. In addition, a warning indicator illuminated.
The vehicle was not taken to a dealer or independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was , Power steering constantly goes while driving. There will be a ding and it
will just cut out. Why doesn't this have an recall on it????? Took it to dealer it will cost over to
fix. I can barely driving it a block without the power steering going out. It starts 4 mins after
driving car. Please help and fix!!! Driving at 70 mph on freeway and suddenly "engine power
reduced" warning comes on display and I can't accelerate. The engine cut off. On the freeway.
This is not safe obviously and I don't see myself buying another chevy again. I have a family
and this problem could kill us all. The eps was replaced and now when I am drive the insrument
panel needles move back and forth, power steering and other indicators light up and car cuts
off. Had several tune-ups and the problem is happening. While driving unknown speeds, the
vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was repaired per NHTSA campaign number: 14v
electrical system ; however, the failure recurred several times. The vehicle was not diagnosed
or repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The contact stated that while
driving at approximately 75 mph, the vehicle suddenly shut off. The failure had occurred on
multiple occasions. The cause of the failure was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The contact stated that the vehicle caught fire while the contact and
her sister were in the vehicle. The contact stated that the fire affected the engine compartment
and was extinguished by pedestrians. A fire report was not filed and there were no injuries. The
vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where the failure was not determined. The VIN
was unknown. The failure mileage was approximately 24, I was driving to my family's home on
christmas, when my car suddenly began to smell like burnt rubber inside of the car. It was
raining on that day. Suddenly the cars ac, or h vac did not work anymore. Upon googling things
of what it could be, I found out that the resistor and blower motor had been burnt do to be
allowing water to enter the blower motor panel from the outside of the car. Upon looking at my
blower motor and resistor I found evident burn marks on them. Gm should investigate how
rainwater can enter the cars blower motor causing a burning smell in a inhalation of fumes of
burning plastic. Not to mention my ability not to see out of the window due to the defrost not
working. This is a safety concern!!. Tl- the contact owns a Chevrolet Hhr. The contact stated
that while driving approximately at 30 mph, the steering wheel seized and excessive force was
required to maneuver the vehicle. The power steering assist warning light illuminated. The
failure recurred intermittently. The approximate failure mileage was 75, Tl-the contact owns a
Chevrolet Hhr. The contact stated that the vehicle was repaired under NHTSA campaign
number: 14v electrical system , however, the contact stated that while driving approximately 40
mph the vehicle stalled after the engine power greatly reduced and engine disabled warning
indicators illuminated. The vehicle did restart, however, the failure recurred every 20 minutes.
The contact stated that the failure recurred every 20 minutes on several occasions and would
restart after approximately 10 minutes. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and informed the contact that the recall repair was
guaranteed for one year. While driving in trailer park, power steering failed struggled to park.
Next day problem seemed to right itself. The contact stated that after the vehicle was serviced
under NHTSA campaign id numbers: 14v air bags , electrical system and 14v electrical system ,
the steering wheel seized and the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was able to restart. The failure

mileage was not available. I have had numerous problems first off my dash lights will flicker
while driving sometimes the radio and dash won't work at all, backs of my driver and passenger
seats have fallen off, both driver and passenger door handles are broke the drivers handle is
completely broke off, also when it rains my passenger floor board fills up with water, my seats
are so dirty looking cause something keeps bleeding through upolstery, ignition and shift lever
had to be replaced today cause car wouldn't go into park and key wouldn't come out!! I was on
the highway when I looked to check my speed, the gauges and the dic were not working. When I
returned home and turned the car on and off multiple times they still did not work. So my speed
and mileage are estimates. Update, it started working again, but I don't know if it will happen
again or if there is a malfunction starting to happen. Power steering stopped working multiple
times while my 16 yr old was driving. The contact received a recall notice for NHTSA campaign
number: 14v air bags, electrical system ; however, the parts needed for the repair were
unavailable. The manufacturer was not notified. The contact had not experienced a failure. We
were on vacation and I was traveling on a road at the posted speed of 30 mph. I was going
around a bend and immediately my power steering light came on, there was a chime, it became
very difficult to manage the bend I was going around and I hit a light pole damaging my front
bumper. At that same time, my mhp and rmp needles began bouncing back and forth and the
car was "jerking". I turned the car off. It was still drivable, but within a few seconds the power
steering light came back on, the needles bounced and car jerked. I called gm to see if there was
a recall on the power steering. They informed me that there were several gm power steering
recalls on several years of Hhr, cobalt and saturns. They all have very similar power steering
mechanisms. However, my year, , was not on that recall. I have researched and found
thousands of people with Hhr's complaining of the same issues but not understanding why that
year is not included in the recall. Just exited the freeway and driving along suddenly the car just
shut down. It took 20 minutes to get the key out of the ignition. The contact stated that the
steering wheel seized and was unable to turn. The contact restarted the vehicle and it resumed
to normal. The contact also stated that the ignition key would not release from the ignition and
the release button in the steering column was required. The vehicle was repaired under NHTSA
campaign number: 14v electrical system however, the remedy failed to repair the failure. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The contact stated that the vehicle stalled and
was not able to restart. The vehicle was towed to the dealer who reprogrammed the computer,
provided the contact with a new set of keys, and repaired the vehicle according to NHTSA
campaign number: 14e electrical system. The failure recurred and the key remained stuck in the
ignition. The vehicle also failed to shift out of park, the steering wheel was difficult to maneuver,
and the power steering warning indicator illuminated. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer
where it was diagnosed that the power steering motor, the gear box, and shifter needed to be
replaced. Consumer writes in regards to ignition key repairs. The consumer stated after the
recall was performed, he was unable to get the key out of the ignition without pushing a button
on the steering column. The consumer believed the new switch that was installed was also
defective. The contact stated that while traveling approximately 65, the contact was cut off by
another vehicle which caused the contact to lose control and crash into an embankment. Upon
impact, the air bags failed to deploy. There were no injuries. The contact attempted to have the
vehicle repaired under NHTSA campaign number 14v air bags, electrical system but was
informed that the parts were not available. There was a recall for the ignition on the Hhr, I had
the ignition changed but on the way home the locks unlocked and locked several times, then
the cruse kicked off, the radio stopped working, the lights on the instrument cluster went off
and on, and the motor stopped. I have contacted gm several times but they say the ignition
change had nothing to do with it. This has happened several times since and also had to
remove the fuse for the radio, because it would run the battery down. This has happened
several times when we have driven it over the last couple of years. I former mechanic that
worked for a gm dealer said that there is a electrical unit that the ignition controlled and that
with the problem with the ignition caused the problem with the electrical unit. We do not drive
the vehicle much because it doesn't feel safe driving it, nor would we sell it, because of the
problems. The contact stated that she received a notice for NHTSA campaign number 14v
electrical system and was informed by the dealer and manufacturer that the parts were not
available. The VIN was not available. Parts are not available. May be a month or more. I'm
driving a car that could potentially be a death trap. I hold gm accountable for any defect to my
automobile. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign id number: 14v electrical
system and 14v electrical system but was advised by the dealer that the parts needed to
complete the repair were not available. The contact received the notice months ago. The
manufacturer was also contacted and could not provide an estimated date for when the vehicle
would receive the recall repairs. The contact received a recall notice for NHTSA campaign

number 14v electrical system and but was informed that the parts were not available. The
manufacturer was contacted. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign id number:
14v electrical system and stated that the parts were not available. The dealer did not give a
specific date when the parts would become available. The manufacturer was also contacted and
could not provide an estimated date for when the contacts vehicle would receive the recall
repairs. The contact stated that while exiting a parking lot, the vehicle suddenly stalled. The
contact crashed into another vehicle and then a pole. The air bags failed to deploy. The contact
was transported from the scene for medical treatment of minor cuts and bruises and the vehicle
was towed to a salvage facility. The contact stated that the vehicle was previously included in
NHTSA campaign number: 14v air bags, electrical system however, the contact was not able to
have the vehicle repaired because the parts had not become available prior to the crash. The
failure mileage was 32, Car Problems. Electrical System problem 1. Electrical System problem 2.
Electrical System problem 3. Electrical System problem 4. Electrical System problem 5.
Electrical System problem 6. Electrical System problem 7. Electrical System problem 8.
Electrical System problem 9. Electrical System problem Electrical System problems Ignition
Switch problems. Ignition problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Battery Dead problems.
Instrument Panel problems. Starter problems. Wiring problems. Ignition Module problems.
Starter Solenoid problems. Electrical Failure problems. One of the most common and
inconvenient problems with the Chevy HHR is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not
having a functioning heater makes driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain
issues. At the simplest level, there are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the
heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater
core, or the heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot
coolant from the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower
motor blows air across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If
the heater has stopped working in your HHR, this process has failed in one way or another.
There is almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the
radiator to add coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have reason to believe
that the hose going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough
coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your HHR to not be able to create
enough heat. You can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow
reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top
usually right by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water
to enter the engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the
vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the
coolant to continuously enter the engine. If your HHR has a built in temperature gauge, take a
look at it and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself
can go bad. Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through
it, there can be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two
hoses coming to and from the heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with
the engine on. If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good
indication that the heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in
the cooling system, low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the
engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be
having issues with the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a
little. Also, the serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it
needs to. But, using the info above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot
easier. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low
Coolant While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause
your HHR to not be able to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad.
Water Pump If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than
normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water
pump. From Information I have learned this is a chronic design flaw that allows rain water to
eventually enter the cup and destroy the blower motor. I am 83 years old living on a fixed
income and cannot afford to have this repaired. The information I have indicates that it would be
an expensive repair. I feel that since this is a design flaw and some financial relief should be
available. Help would be very much appreciated. The Rev. David Nicholson This is extremely
dangerous in rainy weather as I can not use my defrost to see, as this is my only car I have no
alternative. Seriously What happened to Chevy? They are producing cars that are a disgrace to
what their name used to stand for. I will never buy another chevy product as long as I can
drive!!!!! This is another in the long line of issues. First in 07 the ac compressor locked up-it
was under warranty. Granted I bought it used with 12, miles on it. Then in 08 the accelerator

pedal went out. In 09 All of my outlets in the car stopped working-they said it is a main wiring
problem and expensive to fix. Also in 09 the wires to the ac system burnt up. In my blower
motor went out and the rear windshield washer began spraying fluid into the car oh and my
battery died-dead cells-had to be replaced. Now here we are Close to to fix at the dealership. I
have opted to get rid of this sorry, worthless POS and get something not made by Chevy. Every
part on this car has been outrageous to replace. I tell everyone I know not to buy one and why.
This was the first problem I had and I should have got rid of the car then. The ac compressor
locked up pulling in to my wedding reception. The car died and we could start it in park but as
soon as we would put it in drive it would die. Once we turned the ac off the car would go fine.
Took it to the dealership and thank GOD for the warranty. But for the weekend we had to drive
with it off which sucks when it is raining and the windows are fogging faster than you can wipe
them off. I have been trying to deal with GM's Customer Assistance Program with this issue for
about a month now. Here's the story. In October of my blower motor stopped working on the
car. I thought this could be a fuse problem, but all of the fuses were good. Since this wasn't
much of an issue due to weather, I procrastinated seeking further assistance. MY BAD! But
when we took a trip from Northwest Indiana to Colorado Springs Colorado in November, it
became a little more of an issue. But with the forced air it still wasn't uncomfortable in the car.
So while out there, I started to research the problem and possible solutions. Lo and behold, I
find a couple of complaints on this web site. And a detailed description of my problem, and the
fix for it. The weather in NW Indiana however did not co-operate with working out in the garage.
You think 40 degrees is cold? Try temps that were only in the 20's! But I got to thinking that this
issue should be a safety concern. And even though my warranty was expired, others were
having the same issue. So I contacted GM as previously stated. Once on the phone, and then for
the past month through e-mails. Since "Rayel" I have had a Carlos, and a Dan reply to my
e-mails. Also assuring me that "Rayel" would have an answer for me. On the phone the operator
suggested I take the car into an authorized Chevrolet dealership to have it checked out. Which I
finally got time to do today. Which of course, was the resistor and blower motor were fried! So
okay. What were the damages to have them replaced? The rest was labor costs. And I told the
service manager so. I live on a budget and had figured that into it for this pay check. So he said
"Let me see what I can do with that number. Funny thing though. When I got there in the
morning am I was told that IF I agreed to the work, the diagnostic fee would be deducted on the
total charges. So was that taken off the original estimate, or later. It still didn't fit the budgeted
amount. Especially with a sick wife in the house and medical bills up the yang. All of this I
related to the kind and compassionate folks at GM Customer Care through e-mail updates from
me. Including the promise from the service manager that my car would be diagnosed in no more
than a half an hour. I didn't get a call back from him until after am. And I left the dealership at
am. Whats an hour and a half of YOUR time worth? I also told him that I was working afternoons
today. So I didn't have a lot of time to putz around with this. He said that I would have to notify
them of anything the dealership came up with, since they have NO WAY to give them any
information. They can't forward any information to GM through it?? In this day and age of
electronic communications????? Oh well. So they can continue to assemble cars outside of the
USA to "save money". While the unemployment lines continue to grow HERE! So I am still
waiting on a reply from the folks at GM. Getting ready for work to pay my bills. I opted NOT to
get the repairs done for now. I will drive my old reliable Chevrolet S with , miles on it. Bad gas
mileage though. But I owe, so its off to work I go. Just a few more thoughts and I am done. Well,
that is true. If I install them myself, they won't. And if I supplied them to the dealership, they
wouldn't either? But why would GM care? They say I am the first case. So is there a problem
with a defective resistor, or a problem with the seal? I can't say for sure. You be the judge. How
the hell did the resistor fail then? AND take the blower motor with it without blowing a fuse is
beyond me. I think I will report this as a safety issue with the government. After all. The water
can fry the motor or resistor or both! Pull off the cowl under the wipers to see if it was where the
leak is. To take it off all you do is pull the plastic cap off the wiper. It's 40 freakin degrees
outside and I have no heat. This actually started in the summer when it was about degrees. I just
hit the dashboard and the fan came back on. I happened maybe twice then stopped so I didn't
worry about it. I changed the fuse to the blower and went on about my business. Then last
month it went out for good. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions:
not sure 3 reports replace the blower motor 3 reports replace all wires 1 reports replace the
condenser 1 reports stop the water getting into the hvac system through a butyl patch 1 reports.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this HHR problem yet. Be the first!
Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code:
A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what

you are looking for? Search for something else:. Worried about potential repair costs? An
extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently
Chevrolet HHR problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years. Chevrolet HHR
repairs by problem area. Chevrolet HHR electrical repair cost distribution. See most expensive
repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair cost chart
excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include
maintenance. Mechanic cleared plugged condensation drain and dried area. Replace tire
pressure monitor in one wheel, reprogram system. Passenger light died 3 days later. Both were
replaced. They replaced it. I have been getting a very defined alternator noise since purchase on
xm radio stations and with onstar usage. It had been bugging the hell out of me and the third
dealership would not fix it. So I didn't re-up onstar or xm for this reason. They had to fight with
OnStar to get the part ordered. It still has not been received yet. A sensor wire in the dash was
loose. It was replaced. The horns were replaced. Dealer replaced both. Lock actuators for both
driver and passenger door were replaced due to intermittent seizing. Front grommet holding on
engine cover was replaced due to disintegration. Engine cover fell off, the intake disconnected,
that's how it was found. Replaced a connector and the light never came back. The phone
profiles would just disappear, calls would drop, it wouldn't auto connect, the car would say no
bluetooth phones were setup. Took in for recall on airbag system and the problem is fixed.
Cleared codes and everything is ok. Had to replace battery and reset electrical components. Got
recall letter after this repair was completed. Part still not available for recall, on wait list.
Unfortunately, this did not yet solve the problem. No continuing problem. Had to pull fuel pump
fuse and disconnect battery to stop engine. Claimed bad switch. My same key works. Believe
problem to be shift interlock issue masked by recall. Onstar saw problem when I called and
asked. Mechanic could not find error log or error in history log. Not fixed. Will have to go to
dealer. Light comes and goes. I was unable to find a cause. Bent connection in manufacturing
was disconnecting fuel circuit. Part took 2 weeks to arrive. Component replaced. Left front tire
pressure sensor randomly shows Charging system passed tests. Dealer says the battery is
failing because it sits too long without use. I drive the car almost everyday but they didn't
believe me due to low mileage. Reported to GM dealer many times but it always passed their
tests. Local shop replaced and problem never occured again. Moral of the story? Never get your
car fixed at an authorized dealer! Bumps cause all electrical to go haywire. I purchased it brand
new. I will never purchase another GM again. System was reset and working properly now.
Electronic rear hatch switch replaced. Light came on but no action. Both remotes worn out,
buttons no longer reacted to touch. This is at least th third remote I've had swapped out. The
first two times were free and this time they charged for both. Added to. No charge. Replaced a
couple of sensors. Resetting wouldn't solve the problem. Gas gauge goes from reading full to
empty after driving 40 miles. Dealer says nothing is wrong with car. Now there's a rattle in the
steering column and the radio doesn't tune properly. After admitting they broke it major deal ,
parts were ordered. The OnStar system unit that is found under the back seat was replaced. I
hate OnStar's customer service. This repair was made completely painful by every customer
service rep I dealt with in getting this problem fixed. That one is permanently lit. The tire
pressure warning will not stop. Would not allow the key to turn the ignition switch. I would try
time and time again until I got lucky. An internal short was found in the shift lock control
solenoid. The dealer replaced the entire shifter assembly. This meant that there was no noise
from the signals, warning lights, OnStar didn't work and if I pushed the lock button the 4 dings I
always hear weren't there either. Repairs unsuccessful thus far. Failed due to crack in housing
letting bulb shake and crack. Secured with electrical tape. It stopped doing this the day before
dealer visit, dealer replaced radio anyway!!! Both HHR's fell apart after 20, miles on them. I have
an 11 year old remote that I've only replaced the battery on -- perhaps twice. It did Unlock the
door. This is the 4th remote I've needed now for this vehicle. My Chev Astro Van's remote is still
working fine and has always been on the same key ring. Needed all new AC condenser.
Attempted to fix with aftermarket kit. It worked for a while but broke again, will have to fix again
myself. Air would only blow from the Defrost and Floor vents. I manually moved the door so that
the air only blows from the dash cents for the summer. Will Chang it back for winter. Replaced
with OEM part. And blower motor made a slight ticking souund. All replaced under warranty.
The analog and digital coolant temp gauge won't function. When this occurs the AC will not put
out any cold air. The coolant sensor has been replaced yet the problem persists. Jump start
works sometimes; push start always works. Dealer replaced starter. I commented that if is there
is no power to open the doors, the starter is probably not the problem. Fine CSR from other
dealership location had tech friend who found service bulletin. Parts were ordered; appointment
made; but local techs decided car did not need the parts. Nothing was done, so expect problem

to recur. BCM was flashed and found to be defective. Replaced BCM. Problem solved. Cost of
BCM Dealer ordered a replacement. Waiting for part. Resistor and fuse burnt out. Had to cut fan
frame to get motor out to grease bottom bearing. Adapter ring only comes with new motor.
Made my own part to hold in motor. Water entered blower fan motor. Rusted bearing and motor
brush assembly. Took apart fan motor re-lubed the bearing. Replaced burnt heater fan speed
resistor. Motor failed due to water leak from upper cowl. Fell off. Replaced full assembly.
Original purchase in MAR Replaced condenser with new condenser. Determined that the driver
information center digital coolant temp readout no longer functioning correctly. The dash
mounted analog coolant temp gauge reads correctly. Did not repair the digital gauge.
Successful, but this is a multiple repeat repair. Dealer repaired again. Unknown when this wiring
error occurred but may have been from factory. Fan motor replaced under warranty. A free
loaner vehicle was obtained and the battery was replaced free of charge under the warranty. I
tried restarting the car a couple of times. Still did not work. Checked fuses and all of them were
fine. Left the car to check the internet for help. Culprit turned out to the the fuse block UBEC
connector, which was repaired manually. Not surprising after miles! Electrical problem in
drivers side power window. Electrical problem in turn signal. Power mirror switch replaced. Had
to remove the plastic wheel well cover with wheel cranked all the way to the right. Could not see
the headlight during removal or install. Had a mechanic friend do it because I was frustrated.
Labor only parts provided. See TrueDelta's information for all Wagons. See TrueDelta's
information for all Chevrolet models. Chevrolet HHR Electrical Problems See our lemon odds
and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs.
Water hitting fan in blower motor and leaking onto passenger side floorboards. Replace body
control module warranty replacement of previous replacement in June Could not turn the car
off. The air bag light would not go off and that was fixed at no charge. Driver headlight burned
out. There was a loud clicking noise coming from the blower motor at all speeds. Bluetooth
module forgets phones. My airbag light was intermittent. Lock actuators were seizing on both
the front driver and front passenger side. Airbag light was intermittent. I had three different
smart phones over the life of my car, and the system could not stay paired. Airbag warning light
on and off for the past year. Service air bag light coming on and off. Airbag lights would not turn
off and indicated that they had been activated. Battery drained on its own. Bluetooth Antenna
and base were replaced since a red light was appearing on the rear view mirror. Onstar
Bluetooth antenna needed a second antenna replaced which seems to have fixed the problem.
Left Front Power door lock failed for the second time in two years. Diagnosis: battery clamp
solders break in cold temp Solution: fob replaced under warranty. The airbag warning light
came on, was inspected and reset. Ignition switch would not turn off. Service Air Bag message.
Fuse block needed replacing. Air Bag warning during left turns. Battery replaced, it wasn't
holding a charge. Wiring harness to fuse panel shot a 3rd time. This car only has kms because it
was plagued with electrical issues its entire life. Tire pressure monitor system error on right
front tire. Rear window defogger didn't work. Having problems with the TPMS. Occasionally, all
gauges stop working only register zero or speedometer reads mph too high. I hope this will fix
the ongoing problems with this car. I'm going to live with these, rather than try repairng. Most of
the dash warning lights are on. Remote entry quit working and also tire pressure monitors quite
working. Replace ignition key lock cylinder. I could not shift out of park. Both front speakers
stopped working. First the tire monitor for the left rear tire quit working so it wouldn't show
when I looked for the tire pressure on the display. It didn't fx. Resistor went out then the entire
fan and controller. Power door lock on the Driver's side stopped locking the door. Replaced
mirror switch. AC blowing hot air. The tab for the rear defogger broke. Mode door actuator failed
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under dash. Key fobs for remote locks and starter did not work. The problem is intermittent.
Car's electronics occasionally go dead - as if there is no battery. Same occasional "dead"
problem. Slow or no start , they said it was the pos. Door locks on driver's side of car stopped
working. Rear wiper motor stops when it is cold. Blower motor seized because water in drain
well area got closed up with leaves. Firewall window drain got plugged with leaves. Had to cut
motor frame to get itout. Fan only worked on high setting, watercorroded electrical control, from
a water leak. Defective battery, replaced under warranty at no cost. Engine not fully warming up.
The battery had a dead cell. My gauges and message centre quit working. Open circuits found
in fuse block. Alternator failed. Electrical problem in radio. Had to change driver side headlight.
Lost use of drivers side headlight low beam, connections checked and fuse replaced. Replaced

burnt out driver side headlight and passenger side.

